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The Euler equations, formulated for the modelling of compressible flows, constitute a nonlinear 
hyperbolic system. The numerical resolution for this problem involves several difficulties: on the one 
hand, the hyperbolicity of the problem makes it difficult to prescribe the boundary conditions, since the 
information propagates in these cases in a directional way; on the other hand, the nonlinear nature of the 
equations can lead to the appearance of discontinuities in the solution, even starting from smooth and 
continuous initial data. The discontinuous Galerkin method, which, due to his particular properties,  
facilitates to a great extent the use of high-order interpolations for the spatial discretization of the 
solution, is one of the most investigated numerical techniques for the resolution of this problem. 
 
 The main aim of this dissertation is to implement a discontinuous Galerkin code for the 
numerical resolution of the Euler equations. In addition, this study also pretends to investigate on the 
deficiencies associated to the typical use of the isoparamètric transformation in the majority of the finite 
element methods. Some authors have suggested that the use of this mathematical tool introduces a source 
of error in the numerical resolution of problems with curved-geometry domains [5]. In this dissertation a 
new formulation is proposed, the x-y formulation, which avoids the appearance of this error by means of a 
more rigorous mathematical approach. 
 
Due to the great complexity that the numerical resolution of the Euler equations involves, this 
study has been designed to face them in a tidy and gradual way. For this reason, previous to the analysis 
of these particular equations, other problems which present fewer difficulties have been studied. In 
particular, the problem of linear pure convection (scalar and linear hyperbolic problem) and that of the 
Maxwell equations of electrodynamics (vector and linear hyperbolic problem) have been considered.  
 
 The different codes implemented by means of the x-y formulation have proved, after the 
resolution of several classic tests, its applicability for the resolution of each one of the mentioned 
problems. In addition, a comparison between the results obtained with this new formulation and those 
provided by a conventional formulation with isoparamètric elements has lead to several and important 
conclusions. First of all, and confirming the basic hypothesis in which this dissertation is based, the x-y 
formulation has shown, in general, a better behaviour than the isoparametric formulation. The differences 
between both methodologies increase as higher is the degree of interpolation used for the solution. It is 
specially with high-order interpolations that the x-y formulation provides much better solutions.  
Nevertheless, the mentioned differences decrease as the element size of the mesh diminishes. This 
phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that, smaller the elements are, less curvature their faces contain, 
and, therefore, smaller is the error introduced by the use of the isoparamètric transformation. 
 
 From the computational point of view, the use of the new implemented formulation does not 
imply significant differences with respect to the conventional isoparamètric formulation. Although the 
computational cost that the calculation of an individual curved element is considerably higher than that 
that an isoparamètric formulation would require, since the modifications in the code only must be 
introduced in this type of elements, the increase of global computational cost is practically insignificant. 
 
In this dissertation only subsonic conditions have been considered in the analysis of 
compressible flow problems. Further investigations may be designed in order to extend the implemented 
formulation to its use with supersonic flow conditions. In this case, new numerical difficulties, such as the 
numerical capture of shocks, will have to be faced.   
